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We investigate the natural fluctuations of the amplitude and phase of the field in solid-state lasers. 
We obtain general expressions for the spectral densities of the fluctuations of solid- state and gas 
lasers, and also of a molecular generator. The behavior of the spectral density of the field-amplitude 
fluctuations of the solid- state laser is investigated. The question of the width of the emission line is 
considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE character of the amplitude and phase fluctuations 
of laser radiation depends significantly on the ratio of 
the characteristic time parameters of the working 
medium and of the field. If we denote by 1/ya and 1/yb 
the relaxation times of the populations of levels a and b 
(a is the upper level), by 1/vab the polarization relaxa
tion time, and by 1/ 4Wr (..iwr = wo/Q) the relaxation 
time of the field in an empty resonator, then we can dis
tinguish between the cases: 

1) He- Ne laser 

y.- 'Y•- y,, >llw,, (1.1) 

2) molecular generator 

'Y•- V•- y .. ~ ~oor; (1.2) 

3) solid-state laser 

y.- y.~aoo,~y .... (1.3) 

In the He- Ne laser, the field fluctuations are slow 
compared with the polarization fluctuations. Conse
quently, the field can be regarded as given in the calcu
lation of the polarization fluctuations. This makes it 
possible to reduce the problem of calculating the fluc
tuations in the He- Ne laser to a solution of a system of 
equations for the amplitudes and phases of the electro
magnetic waves. 

The fluctuations in He-Ne lasers were calculated 
by Lamb[11 , Lamb and Scully[21 , Lax[3' 41 , Haken[sJ, 
Willis[Bl, Fleck[71 , Kazantsev and Surdutovich[sJ, 
Klimontovich and Landa [91 , Landa uoJ , and Klimonto
vich Ull. 

The fluctuations in a molecular generator are des
cribed, in fact, on the basis of the same equations for 
the elements of the density matrix Pa, Pb• and Pab and 
of the field as in the semiclassical laser theory (see 
Oraevski1 [l2J and Malakhovu31 ). The calculations per
formed in the second part of[sJ are actually also valid 
only for a molecular generator. 

The calculation of the fluctuations in solid- state 
lasers has been carried out in a number of papers, but 
the most general results were apparently obtained by 
Lax[41 • In particular, Lax presents expressions for the 
fluctuations of the intensities (number of photons) of the 
radiation, and the radiation line width. 

The present paper is devoted to a calculation of the 
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fluctuations of the amplitude and phase of radiation from 
a solid-state laser. To calculate the polarization noise, 
we use the method described in [9 ' 111 • This makes it 
possible to obtain relatively simple expressions for the 
spectral densities of the fluctuations of the amplitude 
and the field intensity for arbitrary excesses over 
threshold (within the framework of the correlation ap
proximation). A detailed investigation has been made of 
the behavior of the spectral densities of the amplitude 
fluctuations. The correspondence of the obtained results 
with the results of Lax[41 , Lamb[2 1 , and Kazantsev and 
Surdutovich[sJ is considered. 

We consider also the question of the line width of the 
solid-state laser radiation. 

2. INITIAL EQUATIONS 

As the initial equations for the calculation of the 
fluctuations we use the equations for the density matrix 
elements Pa, Pb, and Pab• on which the semiclassical 
theory of the laser is based: 

(! +iwab+'Jab) Pab=- ~ rabED, (2.1) 

dD 2ie 'Ya + 'Yb · Va - 'Yb 
~= -(rabPba- PabTba)E- ---(D- D<0l)r- ---. (R- Jl(0l), 

dt li 2 2 (2.2) 

~=- 'Ya-'Yb(D-D<O>)- 'Ya+'Yb (R-R(O>) (2.3) 
dt 2 2 ' 

where 

D=p.-p,, R==.p.+P•· 

The equation for the field is written in the form 
82/C (J)o 8/C 82/C 82P - +--- c2-=-4n-+ w02E<•>. 
8t2 Q 8t 8x2 8t2 

(2.4) 

Here P is the polarization and E(T) is the source of the 
thermal noise. We seek i in the form 

IC = 112(Eexp {-i(<oot + qJ- k.R)} + C, C.]. (2.5) 

We introduce also the slow functions 
P• = P sin (<llot + qJ- k.R) = - 1Men(r .. p.,- p.,.r .. ), (2.6) 

where 

P' = Pcos((J),t + qJ- k,R) = 1/ 2en(r,.p .. + p,.r .. ), (2.7) 

Pab = Pab exp {- i((J)ot +cp- koR)}, 
Pba= Poaexp {i(ooot + qJ- koR)}. 

Substituting (2.5)-(2.7) into the system of equations for 
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the elements of the density matrix and the field, we ob
tain the complete system of abbreviated equations 

(.!!..+~ }E= -4noooP•- oooE•sin(ooot+ q>- koR), 
dt 2Q 

dq> 4:rtooo ooo ) -=---pc--E<•>cos(ooot+q>-koR, 
dt E E 

( d } , __ ne2lrabl2 ED 
dt+'Vab p- 6/i ' 

( :t +Vab )pc=O, 
dD 2 

- + Y+(D- D<0>)= -P•E- 'V-(R- R<0>), 
dt lin 

dR -+ 'V+(R- Jl(O>)= -y-(D- D(O>). 
dt 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

It is assumed here that the frequency deviation for the 
line center is equal to zero, 

'V+ = (y. + y,) /2, 'Y- = (y.- "V•) /2. 

To find the noise we represent the functions P, R, D, 
and E in the form 

p = P + 6P, D = D + OD, R = H +OR, E = E + 6E. 

At not too small an excess over threshold, Eqs. 
(2.8)-(2.13) can be linearized and the fluctuations can 
be calculated by using the correlation approximation. 
In this case we obtain the system 

( ~+ ~} 6E =- 4:rtooo6P•- oooE<•> sin (ooot + q>- koR), 
dt 2Q 

d6q> 4:rtooo ooo 
-=---- fJpc- -E<•> cos(ooot + q> -. koR), 

dt E E 

( .!:_+ )6P•= ne2lrabl2 (156E+EOD) 
dt 'Vab 6/i ' 

(! +v .. ~) fJpc=o, 

r.(!__ + Y+) 6D = _!_(E6P' + P•6E)- y_6R 
dt lin 

( :e + Y+) OR=- y_OD. 

3. AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS 

(2.14) 

(2 .15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

In the case of a solid- state laser, the fluctuations of 
the polarization break up into two parts: the noise part 
of the fluctuation, OPn, which does not depend on the 
field, and the induced part 0 Pi of the polarization fluc
tuations, due to the field fluctuations. In gas He-Ne 
lasers, the latter fluctuations are missing, since the 
field does not have time to change during the relaxation 
time of the atom. On the other hand, in solid-state 
lasers ll Pi does account for the influence of the field 
fluctuations on the polarizability of the medium. 

To find llP!'I we use the system of equations (2.16), 
1 

(2.18), and (2.19). Taking the Fourier transform of 
these equations and recognizing that Yab >> Ya• Yb• 
w0/Q, and also recognizing that in the stationary state 
we have 

4ltP. ___ 1_ E 4:rte21 r ab l2n lJ = __!__, 
- 2Q ' 3/iyab . Q 

we obtain an expression for (OPf)w as a function of 
(llE)w: 

(3.1) 

2 )-1] x (-too+v+- ~- +~aE2 (OE).,, 
-zoo+v+ 'V+ 

where 
a= e'lr .. I'"Y+ /3/i'y .. y.y,. 

The noise pa~t of the polari~ation fluctuations does 
not depend on the field fluctuations. We therefore get 
for the noise part from the system (2.16), (2.18), and 
(2.19) 

( d ) ne2lrabl 2 -
-+Y b OP '=- BOD dt a n 6/i ' 

( ...!!_+v+) W=l_E6Pn•-y-6R, 
dt lin 

( :e + Y+) 6R = - y_W. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

In order to determine from this system the spectral 
density of the polarization fluctuations (llP~IlP~)w, it is 
necessary to have the initial conditions, i.e., the simul
taneous mean values (llP~IlP~), (llPftllD), and 
<ll P~ ll R). They are obtained from the formula for the 
second moments of the elements of the density matrix 

(6J>nm0Pm•n•) =-1-[0nn•llm•m +6mm•l!nn•]. (3.5) 
2nV 

Using this formula, we get 

(6D6Pn') = 0, (3.6) 
p. 

(6ROPn•)= nV, (3.7) 

1 ne2lrab j2 (3 8) 
(tJPn•6Pn')= 4 3V (Pa+P•)· · 

Using the initial conditions (3.6)-(3.8), we get from the 
system (3.2)-(3.4) 

•n ,.n ') _ h 1 [Pa+Pb 'Y- •] (3 9) 
(urn urn 0=0- 8 QV 1 + E• -----aE . . 

:rt a p .. - Pb 'V+ 

Since the spectrum (llPsllpsn) is broad-on the order of 
n w s s 

Yab » Ya• Yb• wo/Q, we need know only (llPnllPn)w=O" 

Substituting ll pS = 6 P~ + ll Pf in the equation for the 
field (2.14), we get 

(tJE). = oo,m.=o/Z., 

Z., = - ioo + 000 'Va'Vb aE2 
Q 'Y+ 

X -too+v+- . - +-"-aE2 , ( y 2 y 'Vb )-1 
-zoo+v+ Y+ 

(S}•=• = -4:rt(6Pm')•=•- (EC'>)•=•· 

(3 .10) 

Using the well known formula for the thermal noise in 
a resonator 

(E<•>E<•>).,=o = ~; (n +}), ii = (elw>/kT -1t' 

and expression (3.9), we obtain for the spectral density 
of the noise source the expression 

(N)m-o=(66).,=o= 

= 4nh [ n + _! + 1 1 ( Pa + Pb _ 'V- aE2}] . (3 .ll) 
VQ 2 2 1 + aE2 P• - Pb Y+ 

Let us consider now, for simplicity, the case Ya 
= Yb = y. In this case the expression for the spectral 
density of the field-amplitude fluctuations takes the 
form 

(6E)~' = oo,'(N).=o/ A., (3.12) 

[ ooo ya£2 ]2 [ooo v•aE•(i+aE•) ]2 
A.,=oo2 1- Q oo•+v•(1+aE2)2 + Q-oo•+v•(1-j-aE2)2 .. 
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From this expression we derive immediately two cases: 
1. wo/Q » y. Since y ab » w0/Q, this is the case of 

a solid- state laser. In this case, the spectral density of 
the field-amplitude fluctuations can be regarded ap
proximately as consisting of two lines: a broad line 

(llE).,2=oo02(N).,=o /[ oo2+(~ 1 ~E:E2n (3 .13) 

on which there is a narrow peak at the frequency 

w .... ~ yoo,yaE' I Q. (3.14) 

The width of this peak at half-height is 

.1-oo ~ y(1 + aE'). (3 .15) 

The spectral density of the fluctuations of the field at 
the maximum amounts to 

(llE)!="max= ooo2(N).,=of'v2(1 + a.E2)2• (3.16) 

Such a peak on the curve of the spectral density of the 
amplitude fluctuations of a solid-state laser was pre
dicted by McCumberu4 J and observed experimentally 
in u5 J • 

Using (3.12}, we can find the mean-squared fluctua
tions of the field amplitude: 

(AE2)- 1 2(N) [ 1 +a.E2 1 1 ] (3 17) -2000 "=0 oo0aE2/Q +--y 1 +a.E2 • • 

2. w0/Q « y. This is the case of a gas laser Yab• 
y » wo/Q. In this case 

(3.18) 

This is the usual expression for the spectral density of 
field-amplitude fluctuations of an He-Ne laser, with 

<A "'2) 1 2 N 1 + a.E2 (3 19) 
l.lL =2ooo ( )<>=O oooaE2jQ. • 

In analogy with the derivation of (3 .12) for the case 
wo/Q, y « y ab• we can obtain the corresponding ex
pression also for the case wo/Q >> y ab• y, correspond
ing to a molecular generator. Under the condition aE2 

« 1, this expression takes the form 
E 2_ w02(N).,-o (2a.E2y•+oo•-oo2y2)2+oo2y2(oo2+y2)2 

(ll )., - oo2+(ooo/2Q)2 [(2aE2y2)2+oo2(oo2...1-y2))2 • 
(3 .20) 

From this we obtain the mean-squared field fluctuations: 

'tiE·''···_!_ ?(,\') f(roo)-1+...!_- V --] 
\ I- 2 OOJ w--wl 2Q 2 (wo/2Q)'aJ>" • (3 •21 ) 

In the correlation approximation, it is easy to go 
over from the field fluctuations to the fluctuations of the 
number of photons in the resonator. Indeed 

dnp~_.!:'_gdE. 
dt 4nliooo dt 

(3 .22) 

In the correlation approximation, i.e., in the case of a 
large number of photons in the resonator, we neglect the 
terms OEOPs and E(T)OE. In this case the equation for 
Onph takes the form 

(3.23) 

where (~h) is the mean number of photons in the 
resonator. From this equation and from (2.16), (2.18), 

and (2.19) it follows that in the correlation approxima
tion the spectral functions of the fluctuations of the num
ber of photons in the resonator and the spectral func
tions of the fluctuations of the field amplitudes are re
lated by 

2 V (nph) 2 
(llnph)., = 2nliwo (~E).,. (3 .24) 

Thus, we obtain expressions for (t.nph) in the fol
lowing three cases: 

1) Solid-state laser, i'ab » wo/Q » y. Taking 
(3.17) and (3.24) into account, we get 

(3 .25) 

where TJ = aE 2 + 1 is the excess over threshold. This 
expression agrees with the expression obtained by Laxl4 l 
for <nph>· 

2) Gas laser, Yab• y » wo/Q. In this case 

(Anph2)~(n+i)(nph.)~1 . (3.26) 
TJ-

This agrees with the expression obtained by Lamb for 
a gas laser l2l . 

3) Molecular generator, y = Yab << wo/Q. Here 

(3 .27) 

The last formula coincides with the expression obtained 
for this case by Kazantsev and Surdutovichlal. 

4. PHASE FLUCTUATIONS. LINE WIDTH 

The phase fluctuations in a solid-state laser at zero 
deviation from the line center are described by Eqs. 
(2.15) and (2.17). We see that at zero detuning the phase 
fluctuations do not depend on the amplitude fluctuations. 

From (2.17) we get the spectral density of the noise 
source. The initial condition, calculated from formula 
(3.5}, is 

(4.1) 

In this case from (2.17}, taking into account the station
arity condition 

we obtain 

From (2.15) we get 
d6q> =roo~. (4.3) 
dt E "" 

(66).,=0 = 16:n;2(6Pnc 6P nc).,=o + (E<TJE(T))<>=O· (4.4) 

Thus 
(4.5) 

Consequently, the natural width of the emission line of 
a solid- state laser is written in the form 

Aoo = 2n/i roo2 ( n _!.. _!.. Pa + Pb ) 
VQE2 +2+2p-p' . a b_ 

(4.6) 

i.e., it is determined by the same formulas as in a gas 
laser. 
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